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CONTACT

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable. MSC cannot verify it and makes no guarantee, warranty or representation about its accuracy.  
Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates provided by MSC are for discussion purposes only and do not represent the current or future performance of a property, location or market.
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±15,300 SF ground floor retail on the 
doorstep of Purdue University in the heart 
of the Discovery Park District, a vibrant 
community under development which is 
adjacent campus and will include Class A 
office, off-campus student and multifamily 
housing, retail and green space 

Highly visible along the main thoroughfare, 
State Street, which will include outdoor 
seating

Delivery to retail Fall 2021
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SITE PLAN
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833.FOR.MSCU

CONTACT

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable. MSC cannot verify it and makes no guarantee, warranty or representation about its accuracy.  
Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates provided by MSC are for discussion purposes only and do not represent the current or future performance of a property, location or market.
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SPACE PLAN

MATTHEW STEIN
mstein@hellomsc.com
833.FOR.MSCU

MATTHEW COOPER
mcooper@hellomsc.com
833.FOR.MSCU

CONTACT

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable. MSC cannot verify it and makes no guarantee, warranty or representation about its accuracy.  
Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates provided by MSC are for discussion purposes only and do not represent the current or future performance of a property, location or market.
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DISCOVERY PARK DISTRICT
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CONTACT

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable. MSC cannot verify it and makes no guarantee, warranty or representation about its accuracy.  
Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates provided by MSC are for discussion purposes only and do not represent the current or future performance of a property, location or market.

A critical element to Purdue’s strategic focus on research, 
innovation and transformational education is Discovery 
Park District – a dynamic, lively, prosperous and exciting 
place to work, learn, recreate and visit.  The vision behind 
Discovery Park District is a preeminent environment 
for educational, economic, cultural, and community 
development all within a vibrant, walkable, mixed-use 
district that stands as an outstanding entry to Purdue and 
the City of West Lafayette.  

With a world-class, long-term plan and vision, Discovery 
Park District is utilizing place making excellence to drive 
innovation at Purdue.  The development is activating over 

400 acres unfolding from the western edge of campus.  The district will include a wide array of property types to draw an 
equally diverse demographic of participants.  Student housing, academic research and collaboration facilities, alumni living, 
administration space, private industry office and collaboration space, retail, non-student housing, hospitality, conference 
space, aerospace industry space, advanced manufacturing, and others all have a place in Discovery Park District.  

In 2016, Browning Investments was selected by PRF as its Master Development Partner.  In this role, Browning led a 
comprehensive master planning exercise consisting of numerous public planning sessions with community, political, 
and academic participants, resulting in an actionable development plan and complimentary set of design guidelines.  
Development, ultimately totaling several million square feet with a total investment in excess of $1 billion, will build a 
preeminent environment with a long-term plan and a vision large enough to execute over the next 25 years. 

Sub-Districts in Discovery Park District

CAMPUS CORE

Adam G. Chavers
Senior Vice President of Development
achavers@browninginv.com
317.344.7333

Jeremy D. Slater
Director of Discovery Park District
JDSlater@prf.org
765.588.1221

Discovery Park District Summary

A critical element to Purdue’s strategic focus on research, innovation and transformational education is Discovery Park District – a dynamic, lively, prosperous and exciting place to work, 
learn, recreate and visit. The vision behind Discovery Park District is a preeminent environment for educational, economic, cultural, and community development all within a vibrant, walkable, 
mixed-use district that stands as an outstanding entry to Purdue and the City of West Lafayette. With a world-class, long-term plan and vision, Discovery Park District is utilizing place making 
excellence to drive innovation at Purdue. The development is activating over 400 acres unfolding from the western edge of campus. The district will include a wide array of property types 
to draw an equally diverse demographic of participants. Student housing, academic research and collaboration facilities, alumni living, administration space, private industry office and 
collaboration space, retail, non-student housing, hospitality, conference space, aerospace industry space, advanced manufacturing, and others all have a place in Discovery Park District.

In 2016, Browning Investments was selected by PRF as its Master Development Partner. In this role, 
Browning led a comprehensive master planning exercise consisting of numerous public planning sessions 
with community, political, and academic participants, resulting in an actionable development plan and 
complimentary set of design guidelines. Development, ultimately totaling several million square feet with 
a total investment in excess of $1 billion, will build a preeminent environment with a long-term plan and a 
vision large enough to execute over the next 25 years.

*FUTURE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

*Discovery Park District, Purdue Research Foundation
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DISCOVERY PARK DISTRICT
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CONTACT

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable. MSC cannot verify it and makes no guarantee, warranty or representation about its accuracy.  
Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates provided by MSC are for discussion purposes only and do not represent the current or future performance of a property, location or market.

Below is a list of projects that have opened, broken ground, or been announced since the Master Plan’s completion and adoption.

DISCOVERY PARK DISTRICT PROJECTS
Below is a list of projects that have opened, broken ground, or been announced since the Master Plan’s 
completion and adoption.    

Saab
The global defense and security company’s new 100,000 square foot facility will be 
constructed by Browning and support production of the U.S. Air Force’s next-generation 
T-X jet trainer and create up to 300 new jobs.  The expansion is a fundamental part of 
the company’s strategy to grow its U.S. industrial and technology base. Saab also will 
collaborate with Purdue University to expand Saab’s U.S.-based research and development 
within possible areas such as sensor systems, artificial intelligence and autonomous systems 
at this location.  The facility is projected to be completed by the fall of 2020.  

Provenance
A walkable, new urbanist neighborhood development by Old Town Design Group, 
Provenance will feature single-family detached homes, townhomes, cottages, condominiums 
and market rate apartments. It also includes plans for features such as a community 
center, fitness center, restaurants and retail, day care facility and preschool, a centralized 
greenspace and community gardens. With over 500-plus units planned overall, the initial 
phase is anticipated to be delivered in 2021. 

Continuum
This three-acre apartment and commercial development joint venture between Browning 
and the J.C. Hart Company features approximately 250 non-student apartments and 15,000 
square feet of street-level commercial space.  The project is anticipated to open by the fall 
of 2021. 

SEL Purdue
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, owned by a Purdue alumni, is constructing a 
100,000 square foot corporate expansion facility to conduct electric power research and 
development in collaboration with Purdue University.  Designed to support up to 300 new 
high-tech jobs, the project is scheduled to be delivered in Spring of 2020. 

Convergence
Developed and constructed by Browning, Convergence is 145,000 square foot Class-A office 
development scheduled to open in January of 2020.  Owned by the Purdue Endowment, 
the building will feature ground level retail, co-working, start-up office, meeting, and event 
space where private industry will collaborate with Purdue faculty, students, and one another. 

Aspire
A joint venture between Balfour Beatty Campus Solutions and Walsh Investors and delivered 
in August of 2019, Aspire at Discovery Park is an 835 bed, three-building, four story complex 
that includes studio, two-bedroom and four-bedroom apartments and an 8,000 square foot  
food hall, fitness center, gaming lounge, “Boiler Room” maker space, and multipurpose 
programming space. 

Discovery Park District Projects

Aspire
A joint venture between Baltour Beatty Campus Solutions 
and Walsh Investors and delivered in August of 2019, 
Aspire at Discovery Park is an 835 bed, three-building, 
four story complex that includes studio, two-bedroom and 
four-bedroom apartments and an 8,000 square foot food 
hall, fitness center, gaming lounge, “Boiler Room” maker 
space, and multipurpose programming space. 

Below is a list of projects that have opened, broken ground, or been announced since the Master Plan’s 
completion and adoption.    

Saab
The global defense and security company’s new 100,000 square foot facility will be 
constructed by Browning and support production of the U.S. Air Force’s next-generation 
T-X jet trainer and create up to 300 new jobs.  The expansion is a fundamental part of 
the company’s strategy to grow its U.S. industrial and technology base. Saab also will 
collaborate with Purdue University to expand Saab’s U.S.-based research and development 
within possible areas such as sensor systems, artificial intelligence and autonomous systems 
at this location.  The facility is projected to be completed by the fall of 2020.  

Provenance
A walkable, new urbanist neighborhood development by Old Town Design Group, 
Provenance will feature single-family detached homes, townhomes, cottages, condominiums 
and market rate apartments. It also includes plans for features such as a community 
center, fitness center, restaurants and retail, day care facility and preschool, a centralized 
greenspace and community gardens. With over 500-plus units planned overall, the initial 
phase is anticipated to be delivered in 2021. 

Continuum
This three-acre apartment and commercial development joint venture between Browning 
and the J.C. Hart Company features approximately 250 non-student apartments and 15,000 
square feet of street-level commercial space.  The project is anticipated to open by the fall 
of 2021. 

SEL Purdue
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, owned by a Purdue alumni, is constructing a 
100,000 square foot corporate expansion facility to conduct electric power research and 
development in collaboration with Purdue University.  Designed to support up to 300 new 
high-tech jobs, the project is scheduled to be delivered in Spring of 2020. 

Convergence
Developed and constructed by Browning, Convergence is 145,000 square foot Class-A office 
development scheduled to open in January of 2020.  Owned by the Purdue Endowment, 
the building will feature ground level retail, co-working, start-up office, meeting, and event 
space where private industry will collaborate with Purdue faculty, students, and one another. 

Aspire
A joint venture between Balfour Beatty Campus Solutions and Walsh Investors and delivered 
in August of 2019, Aspire at Discovery Park is an 835 bed, three-building, four story complex 
that includes studio, two-bedroom and four-bedroom apartments and an 8,000 square foot  
food hall, fitness center, gaming lounge, “Boiler Room” maker space, and multipurpose 
programming space. 

Discovery Park District Projects

SEL Purdue
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, owned by a Purdue 
alumni, is constructing a 100,000 square foot corporate 
expansion facility to conduct electric power research and 
development in collaboration with Purdue University. 
Designated to support up to 300 new high-tech jobs, the 
project is scheduled to be delivered in Spring of 2020.

Below is a list of projects that have opened, broken ground, or been announced since the Master Plan’s 
completion and adoption.    

Saab
The global defense and security company’s new 100,000 square foot facility will be 
constructed by Browning and support production of the U.S. Air Force’s next-generation 
T-X jet trainer and create up to 300 new jobs.  The expansion is a fundamental part of 
the company’s strategy to grow its U.S. industrial and technology base. Saab also will 
collaborate with Purdue University to expand Saab’s U.S.-based research and development 
within possible areas such as sensor systems, artificial intelligence and autonomous systems 
at this location.  The facility is projected to be completed by the fall of 2020.  

Provenance
A walkable, new urbanist neighborhood development by Old Town Design Group, 
Provenance will feature single-family detached homes, townhomes, cottages, condominiums 
and market rate apartments. It also includes plans for features such as a community 
center, fitness center, restaurants and retail, day care facility and preschool, a centralized 
greenspace and community gardens. With over 500-plus units planned overall, the initial 
phase is anticipated to be delivered in 2021. 

Continuum
This three-acre apartment and commercial development joint venture between Browning 
and the J.C. Hart Company features approximately 250 non-student apartments and 15,000 
square feet of street-level commercial space.  The project is anticipated to open by the fall 
of 2021. 

SEL Purdue
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, owned by a Purdue alumni, is constructing a 
100,000 square foot corporate expansion facility to conduct electric power research and 
development in collaboration with Purdue University.  Designed to support up to 300 new 
high-tech jobs, the project is scheduled to be delivered in Spring of 2020. 

Convergence
Developed and constructed by Browning, Convergence is 145,000 square foot Class-A office 
development scheduled to open in January of 2020.  Owned by the Purdue Endowment, 
the building will feature ground level retail, co-working, start-up office, meeting, and event 
space where private industry will collaborate with Purdue faculty, students, and one another. 

Aspire
A joint venture between Balfour Beatty Campus Solutions and Walsh Investors and delivered 
in August of 2019, Aspire at Discovery Park is an 835 bed, three-building, four story complex 
that includes studio, two-bedroom and four-bedroom apartments and an 8,000 square foot  
food hall, fitness center, gaming lounge, “Boiler Room” maker space, and multipurpose 
programming space. 

Discovery Park District Projects

Provenance
A walkable, new urbanist neighborhood development by 
Old Town Design Group, Provenance will feature  
single-family detached homes, townhomes, cottages,  
condominiums and market rate apartments. It also includes 
plans for features such as a community center, fitness  
center, restaurants and retail, day care facility and  
preschool, a centralized greenspace and community  
gardens. With over 500-plus units planned overall, the 
initial phase is anticipated to be delivered in 2021.  
Located on a +/- 10-20 acre parcel.

Below is a list of projects that have opened, broken ground, or been announced since the Master Plan’s 
completion and adoption.    

Saab
The global defense and security company’s new 100,000 square foot facility will be 
constructed by Browning and support production of the U.S. Air Force’s next-generation 
T-X jet trainer and create up to 300 new jobs.  The expansion is a fundamental part of 
the company’s strategy to grow its U.S. industrial and technology base. Saab also will 
collaborate with Purdue University to expand Saab’s U.S.-based research and development 
within possible areas such as sensor systems, artificial intelligence and autonomous systems 
at this location.  The facility is projected to be completed by the fall of 2020.  

Provenance
A walkable, new urbanist neighborhood development by Old Town Design Group, 
Provenance will feature single-family detached homes, townhomes, cottages, condominiums 
and market rate apartments. It also includes plans for features such as a community 
center, fitness center, restaurants and retail, day care facility and preschool, a centralized 
greenspace and community gardens. With over 500-plus units planned overall, the initial 
phase is anticipated to be delivered in 2021. 

Continuum
This three-acre apartment and commercial development joint venture between Browning 
and the J.C. Hart Company features approximately 250 non-student apartments and 15,000 
square feet of street-level commercial space.  The project is anticipated to open by the fall 
of 2021. 

SEL Purdue
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, owned by a Purdue alumni, is constructing a 
100,000 square foot corporate expansion facility to conduct electric power research and 
development in collaboration with Purdue University.  Designed to support up to 300 new 
high-tech jobs, the project is scheduled to be delivered in Spring of 2020. 

Convergence
Developed and constructed by Browning, Convergence is 145,000 square foot Class-A office 
development scheduled to open in January of 2020.  Owned by the Purdue Endowment, 
the building will feature ground level retail, co-working, start-up office, meeting, and event 
space where private industry will collaborate with Purdue faculty, students, and one another. 

Aspire
A joint venture between Balfour Beatty Campus Solutions and Walsh Investors and delivered 
in August of 2019, Aspire at Discovery Park is an 835 bed, three-building, four story complex 
that includes studio, two-bedroom and four-bedroom apartments and an 8,000 square foot  
food hall, fitness center, gaming lounge, “Boiler Room” maker space, and multipurpose 
programming space. 

Discovery Park District Projects

Convergence
Developed and constructed by Browning, Convergence  
is 145,000 square foot Class-A office development  
scheduled to open in January of 2020. Owned by the  
Purdue Endowment, the building will feature ground  
level retail, co-working, start-up office, meeting, and  
event space where private industry will collaborate  
with Purdue faculty, students, and one another.

Below is a list of projects that have opened, broken ground, or been announced since the Master Plan’s 
completion and adoption.    

Saab
The global defense and security company’s new 100,000 square foot facility will be 
constructed by Browning and support production of the U.S. Air Force’s next-generation 
T-X jet trainer and create up to 300 new jobs.  The expansion is a fundamental part of 
the company’s strategy to grow its U.S. industrial and technology base. Saab also will 
collaborate with Purdue University to expand Saab’s U.S.-based research and development 
within possible areas such as sensor systems, artificial intelligence and autonomous systems 
at this location.  The facility is projected to be completed by the fall of 2020.  

Provenance
A walkable, new urbanist neighborhood development by Old Town Design Group, 
Provenance will feature single-family detached homes, townhomes, cottages, condominiums 
and market rate apartments. It also includes plans for features such as a community 
center, fitness center, restaurants and retail, day care facility and preschool, a centralized 
greenspace and community gardens. With over 500-plus units planned overall, the initial 
phase is anticipated to be delivered in 2021. 

Continuum
This three-acre apartment and commercial development joint venture between Browning 
and the J.C. Hart Company features approximately 250 non-student apartments and 15,000 
square feet of street-level commercial space.  The project is anticipated to open by the fall 
of 2021. 

SEL Purdue
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, owned by a Purdue alumni, is constructing a 
100,000 square foot corporate expansion facility to conduct electric power research and 
development in collaboration with Purdue University.  Designed to support up to 300 new 
high-tech jobs, the project is scheduled to be delivered in Spring of 2020. 

Convergence
Developed and constructed by Browning, Convergence is 145,000 square foot Class-A office 
development scheduled to open in January of 2020.  Owned by the Purdue Endowment, 
the building will feature ground level retail, co-working, start-up office, meeting, and event 
space where private industry will collaborate with Purdue faculty, students, and one another. 

Aspire
A joint venture between Balfour Beatty Campus Solutions and Walsh Investors and delivered 
in August of 2019, Aspire at Discovery Park is an 835 bed, three-building, four story complex 
that includes studio, two-bedroom and four-bedroom apartments and an 8,000 square foot  
food hall, fitness center, gaming lounge, “Boiler Room” maker space, and multipurpose 
programming space. 

Discovery Park District Projects

Continuum
This three-acre apartment and commercial  
development joint venture between Browning and  
the J.C. Hart Company features approximately 250  
non-student apartments and 15,000 square feet of 
street-level commercial space. This project is  
anticipated to open by the fall of 2021.

Below is a list of projects that have opened, broken ground, or been announced since the Master Plan’s 
completion and adoption.    

Saab
The global defense and security company’s new 100,000 square foot facility will be 
constructed by Browning and support production of the U.S. Air Force’s next-generation 
T-X jet trainer and create up to 300 new jobs.  The expansion is a fundamental part of 
the company’s strategy to grow its U.S. industrial and technology base. Saab also will 
collaborate with Purdue University to expand Saab’s U.S.-based research and development 
within possible areas such as sensor systems, artificial intelligence and autonomous systems 
at this location.  The facility is projected to be completed by the fall of 2020.  

Provenance
A walkable, new urbanist neighborhood development by Old Town Design Group, 
Provenance will feature single-family detached homes, townhomes, cottages, condominiums 
and market rate apartments. It also includes plans for features such as a community 
center, fitness center, restaurants and retail, day care facility and preschool, a centralized 
greenspace and community gardens. With over 500-plus units planned overall, the initial 
phase is anticipated to be delivered in 2021. 

Continuum
This three-acre apartment and commercial development joint venture between Browning 
and the J.C. Hart Company features approximately 250 non-student apartments and 15,000 
square feet of street-level commercial space.  The project is anticipated to open by the fall 
of 2021. 

SEL Purdue
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, owned by a Purdue alumni, is constructing a 
100,000 square foot corporate expansion facility to conduct electric power research and 
development in collaboration with Purdue University.  Designed to support up to 300 new 
high-tech jobs, the project is scheduled to be delivered in Spring of 2020. 

Convergence
Developed and constructed by Browning, Convergence is 145,000 square foot Class-A office 
development scheduled to open in January of 2020.  Owned by the Purdue Endowment, 
the building will feature ground level retail, co-working, start-up office, meeting, and event 
space where private industry will collaborate with Purdue faculty, students, and one another. 

Aspire
A joint venture between Balfour Beatty Campus Solutions and Walsh Investors and delivered 
in August of 2019, Aspire at Discovery Park is an 835 bed, three-building, four story complex 
that includes studio, two-bedroom and four-bedroom apartments and an 8,000 square foot  
food hall, fitness center, gaming lounge, “Boiler Room” maker space, and multipurpose 
programming space. 

Discovery Park District Projects

Saab
The global defense and security company’s new 100,000 
square foot facility will be constructed by Browning and 
support production of the U.S. Air Force’s next- 
generation T-X jet trainer and create up to 300 new jobs. 
The expansion is a fundamental part of the company’s 
strategy to grow its U.S. industrial and technology base. 
Saab also will collaborate with Purdue University to 
expand Saab’s U.S.-based research and development 
within possible areas such as sensor systems, artificial  
intelligence and autonomous systems at this location. 
This facility is projected to be completed by the Fall  
of 2020.
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The information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable. MSC cannot verify it and makes no guarantee, warranty or representation about its accuracy.  
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The information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable. MSC cannot verify it and makes no guarantee, warranty or representation about its accuracy.  
Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates provided by MSC are for discussion purposes only and do not represent the current or future performance of a property, location or market.

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable. MSC Retail cannot verify it and makes no guarantee, warranty or representation about its accuracy.  
Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates provided by MSC Retail are for discussion purposes only and do not represent the current or future performance of a property, location or market.
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The information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable. MSC cannot verify it and makes no guarantee, warranty or representation about its accuracy.  
Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates provided by MSC are for discussion purposes only and do not represent the current or future performance of a property, location or market.

POPULATION SUMMARY HOUSEHOLD SUMMARY

DATA FOR ALL BUSINESSES IN AREA

2018 MEDIAN AGE

2018 HOUSEHOLDS BY INCOME

2018 Estimated Population 18,123 77,490 136,042

2023 Projected Population 18,517 81,847 144,059

Projected Annual Growth 2018 to 2023 0.4% 1.1% 1.2%

Historical Annual Growth 2000 to 2018 -0.1% 1.0% 1.3%

2018 Estimated Households 2,738 28,936 52,948

2023 Projected Households 2,914 30,626 55,948

Projected Annual Growth 2018 to 2023 1.3% 1.2% 1.1%

Historical Annual Growth 2000 to 2018 0.4% 1.4% 1.6%

2018 Estimated Total Housing Units 2,809 29,769 54,475

2018 Estimated Owner-Occupied 3.8% 31.6% 44.0%

2018 Estimated Renter-Occupied 93.6% 65.6% 53.2%

2018 Estimated Vacant Housing 2.6% 2.8% 2.8%

2018 Estimated Total Businesses 307 2,564 4,680

2018 Estimated Total Employees 19,043 44,765 75,330

2018 Estimated Median Age 20.6 27.4 29.9

<$15,000 47.2% 25.1% 18.9%

$15,000 - $24,999 18.4% 14.3% 12.1%

$25,000 - $34,999 9.7% 10.6% 10.5%

$35,000 - $49,000 9.8% 13.1% 13.9%

$50,000 - $74,999 6.4% 14.4% 18.2%

$75,000 - $99,999 2.2% 7.8% 9.9%

$100,000 - $149,999 2.1% 7.9% 9.2%

$150,000 - $199,999 1.0% 3.1% 3.5%

$200,000+ 3.2% 3.5% 3.8%

Average HH Income $21,961 $52,532 $60,699

 1 Mile 3 Mile 5 Mile  1 Mile 3 Mile 5 Mile

 1 Mile 3 Mile 5 Mile

 1 Mile 3 Mile 5 Mile

 1 Mile 3 Mile 5 Mile

±41,600
TOTAL STUDENT POPULATION

±32,700
UNDERGRADUATES

±9,800
GRADUATE/DOCTORAL

±950
FACULTY/STAFF

DEMOGRAPHICS
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